
I am in my office with my wife and child and notice that I got two mails on my computer. One of them is from my father and I only read the title without opening it. He writes a swear word in respond to what I wrote about living in Asia.

I am at a table asking philosophical questions about darkness to a woman seating in front of me. She is actually a professor in literature and the other persons are her students. They didn't attend her lectures and she just tells them to take a simple exam at the end of the school.

My son and I are in a small garden looking at a big cat followed by a kitty. They look alike and I think they are also father and son but the big cat is annoyed and pushes the kitty in a pod. My son promptly takes him out without getting scratched.

I park my motorcycle out of a barber shop and start opening the lock of a bike to steal it. I do it quickly but there is also a second lock and have to use my pocket knife. I almost get caught by the owner but manage to bike away. I will pick my motorcycle later.

My native village is having a big festival but I don't want to go there every night. I walk instead in the empty town and meet my cousins. I hag them both and also their friends. I then lay them on the ground and pair them like they were couples even though there is only one girl.

I have a big bag but anyway decide to bike up to my parents' cottage. As I reach the parking lot I find my old friends there. They are talking about going for an excursion the coming day and they ask me to be their leader. I accept and tell them that we will go for a tough one.

We are at a restaurant when I notice two famous professor at another table. I excuse myself and approach them. They are actually only students but I ask them anyway how is their University. As the girl answers me I try to look at their laptop where the boy is logged in his e-mail.

I am in the library listening to an American professor with my fellow students. I understand he is talking about computer games but a girl doesn't understand a terminology. She is actually very cold and the professor turns on the heater. I tell her to use my jacket but she is already wearing it.

My son and I are looking at a documentary of a guide who brings people on a cave in the coast of a northern island. They are having a big fire on the edge and look at the clear stars. There are fourteen of them shining very bright. I tell my son to listen to the explanation but he is not interested.

I am out on the terrace placing an old iron bullet on a home made cannon to shoot at the neighbour's green house. My wife tries it and the bullet fells in the bushes. We then only use a gas tank and she fires it from the back but it also fells in the bushes. We run away fast feeling the explosion.

We walk along the dry grass of a soccer field and I spill gasoline but my wife tells me not to. We then come to the changing room of the ranch where she use to ride. She tells me to burn it and I do so but then walk out that her old friend is there. I let her talk to her and try to hide the gasoline.

I take refugee in an old shelter and find there a divorced couple. The fat Swedish guy is pinching the nipple of his ugly woman and I go out where a gypsy family is fighting in a caravan. Their heads are bloody but when they settle down they wipe the blood off making the wounds really small.

My cousin decides to escape with me. We then go out in the terrace but it is too high and I don't even dare to look down. As she pulls herself out and calls for the lifting machine her farmer father arrives.

I am with my best friend walking at night under a bridge and joke that he must have allot of sex with his girlfriend. He gets really serious and don't answer. I first think that she is Nordic and doesn't want to but then understand that he can't have erections.

I get in the classroom and find my classmates studying. I realize that there is going to be a test but I haven't prepared. I then asked them to summarize for me and they start with a sketch. They explain to me that it illustrates three wrinkles under the eye meaning three different feelings.

We get to my parents-in-law's country house that my step grandmother opens the door. She comes to greet us and our little son who hides from her. My step grandfather is also inside but he is too sick to come out.

I show a video to a good artist friend where a boat takes us to an island. We actually get there and manage to get in without paying. As we look for a roller coaster to ride a clown goes up the staircase handle with his skateboard. He fells and I see that he is only a boy.

I am in a supermarket looking for some cheap fruit and find some small bananas in a freezer. As I decide not to get them I see that my wife is talking to an handsome man. I get jealous and hide in my rooms but the light is still on and when she gets in she finds me immediately.

My grandfather is the only one of my relatives attending my exhibition. He is very enthusiastic and hands me a red purse where he has collected donations from the other visitors. An old man comes and also wants to leave a donation but it's only few coins.

I show my father some Lego models representing my work. Only one is actually correct and I add an extra piece before we move on to some slides. Some show me working with some sophisticated machines to build my project. Other ones shows my legs training on a home bike.

A friend and I are going around an island and find a new camping with small and colorful vehicles used as cabins. My friend doesn't like them but I do and walk to the end of it where there are even bigger versions. I see that the kitchen has to be shared but there is a large food dispenser. 

I check the web-site of the work I am applying for and find that the lectures are scheduled in the evening. I scroll down and look at all the different pictures presenting them. One is about a game with many balls of different colors. I then realize that my resume is actually too technical.

I am home in our little bedroom and think of some friends that bought their apartment. They got it cheap then but now the prices are much higher. We could still afford to buy ours but we should have taken a bigger loan before.  

I go to the post office and pass in front of a girl but can't find my letter in my bag. As I find it the lady at the counter doesn't accept it because my passport isn't signed. I try to explain but she speaks a weird language. I then go to another counter where I find another lady speaking Swedish.

I am seating in the dark out of a public toilette and see a friend passing by with an old colleague. I touch the head of the latter and she recognizes me. She also lives abroad now but misses the time we were living in the same country. She was barbecuing for every meal then. 

The sun is still shining over the long fence and below the low roof of my parents-in-law's farm. I ask my father-in-law if he can take us out now but he wants to do it later. I get upset with myself because it will be dark then and it is too late to walk home.

I get in a motel and think to stop by my colleague's room to thank him for the amazing dinner. I actually see him through the window that he is seating on the sofa. He was supposed to work but he can't keep awake. I then decide to go to my room and work on my things instead.

I meet a guy from a region next to where I was born. He is actually also from the mountains and I ask him exactly where to. He explains that while all the other mountains in the regions face the north his mountain is the only one facing the sea to the south. It is too high to see.

I am on the bus home to my parents when we stop to pay the highway toll. I go out with the other passengers and look at the sun rising. One of them says that it is the first time he sees it. I first deny but then see the polluted sky in a city in front of us.

I press the colourful pixels of a large screen and generate different films. One of them is wrong and I input the code manually. It shows a boar running on the green grass. I first think it has big balls but then realize that it is the naked butt of a man riding it.

I in a gallery and really enjoy the work of an artist. I then look at his catalogue and find that he graduated from a school that I also attended the same year. I try to memorize his name on the cover so that I can talk to the gallerist and refer to him.

I go down to the office and find a family friend having an headache after working on a big screen. I am also about to work on an identical screen but he takes some honey cakes out. We start eating and his wife tells me that he made them for our party but we stopped too early.

We just begin walking around a small island of a Nordic archipelago and come to a black pyramid. I want to go on but my wife stops to explain to our guest that he must come there in the evening. It is actually a very trendy disco that I didn't know of.

I am at the sea side down south and look at the mountains in the horizon. I hear a man explaining to his friends that they are actually pieces of a brow foam that clustered together. I then get in the water to swim over there but a huge wave pushes me out.

I take my son to an amusemt park and come to spinning fair. My wife is already inside with a lesbian hugging her. The latter wants to kiss her with her tongue but I disapprove. The fair keeps spinning and when they appear again she is being kissed in the neck.

I am seating with a girl at the university reception waiting for our bosses who have a meeting upstairs. She thinks I graduated there and I try to explain my majors. I then realize that my boss is actually my old professor.

I am laying in the sofa of a small disco club that is just opening. A friend explains to me that many gays and lesbians comes there. As I think that my head is shaved and I could actually look like an homosexual my friend grabs me in the ass.

I am in a pub when the bar tender shows us that a bottle of beer is magically finished. Someone from the other side has drank it but I joke saying that it has evaporated.

A politician is at a restaurant eating a local meat ball and ask the waiter where to print how his advertisement on the water bottle. It is also a local factory by the sea. He then dresses like a woman with big bubs and goes on the beach to interview the locals. He is actually the prime minister.

A bartender turns to us showing that a bottle of beer is magically empty. Someone has drank it but I joke saying that it evaporated. He then throws a long straw at me and I also start sipping from some cans he has on the counter. One of them is empty and actually belonged to a dead soldier.

I am walking on a main road of a crowded Arabic city. There is a fence on one side to keep people from seating on a rock of lava. As I continue the rock makes the road very narrow. I get to the other side and realize that I am actually in South Europe.

I am looking for a place where to seat in a dirty food kiosk and get a call from my father. They are actually at the parking place where we told them to come. They are waiting in a hotel nearby and having a nice breakfast with strawberries and pancakes. We won't be able to make it.

I meet my old neighbour at the airport. He still has his old mobile phone and is still working. It is actually made for rough conditions and he tells me that he only had to repair it once. He actually owns a shop for mobiles.

I look through my videos and find one that I took at the movie theatre. It shows a marvelous girl with a large breast. I try to erase it but the whole screen gets dark. I then try to restart the camera afraid to have deleted all my films.

I am walking home through the city and come to an old bridge with a sky lift going downstream. It comes from an old amusement park and it's for free. I get on it together with another man. There is actually a bottle of white wine by my feet and I try to keep it steady.

I come down to a small pod that is actually frozen. People are already skating and I get on my knees to film them. It is a very nice light but one guy gets in front of me and I have to move him away.

I am home at my parents when my sister comes with her new puppy. It immediately starts playing with my parents puppy. They show me in a catalogue that it is actually some kind of rat. It has long teeth by its penis and uses one to fuck a large vagina on the back of the other puppy.

I am in a small and dirty room with a Spanish colleague who also wants to be a researcher. Our English supervisor suddenly comes in and gives us a lecture drawing hearts with blood on the mirror. We are both astonished.

I get to an empty restaurant and wait for my parents. I hear them approaching and open the window. They are actually skiing with my step sister who is still very little but a good skier. I call them but they don't hear me.

We are about to have dinner in the bedroom when a snake crawls underneath it. I tell my father but he is not really worry. He tries to step on it but it is too fast. I then take an old style brush to kill it.

I am on the bus going through the Chinese countryside and look at the modern houses. I first don't like them but then see that they are made of real stones. We get further in a town where there are small skyscrapers. One is a small copy of a much bigger one from the big city.

As a girl tells me to keep my secrets we come to a big mountain. I ask her the name of the village on top and the bridge to get there. She shows me a narrow passage on a big river. We then stop to get a local specialty and we order from a menu of different tea leaves.  

We visit a friend of a friend that just rented a beautiful apartment on a small tower on top of an old neighborhood. He actually got it really cheap and my wife and I leave talking about buying it. I think to wait until he is gone to ask the landowner for the price. 

I am walking on a road and pass by a Chinese school. As I wonder if also my son can attend it a Chinese mom takes her daughters there. The latter actually speak Swedish and look like my kid but the bigger one seems very tired of going to classes.

We just moved on a small villa back in my native village. My wife doesn't like the view below our hill but I assure that it will get nice in the summer. I actually realize that we live in front of a famous writer and the villa belonged to a famous singer. His wife drives by and I sing a song by him.

I am at my uncle place already awake because of my jet lag. My aunt wakes my cousin up to take care of me but he is too sleepy. I then go to the kitchen alone and prepare something to take away. I will meet a friend that I haven't met since we last traveled together.

I am in a small and dirty room with a Spanish colleague who also wants to be a researcher. Our English supervisor suddenly comes in and gives us a lecture drawing hearts with blood on the mirror. We are both astonished.

I walk with a friend home to my old professor. He leaves in an old compound but his apartment is modern. We get in that he has been waiting for us and the food got cold. We start eating anyway.

I seat with a friend in a small waiting room and pick up a magazine. In the cover there is a tabloid with pictures of hot guys competing for a beauty context. I show my friend that another friend is also there. He is ugly and fat but looks very fitted in the picture and is the actual winner.  

My colleague and I are in a taxi going through a modern suburbs to the city center. We come to a big crossing and I tell the driver to go left but we actually end up in a rocky valley. My colleague tells the driver to turn back but there is a fence between the lanes and the latter misses the exit.

I am walking along the river and find a Spanish friend kissing her daughter. I then tell them to follow me to a shop and buy clothes but they only sell toys. I want a boat for my son but it is very expensive. I complain aloud and the owner gets angry. I hug him hearing that he is from my city. 

I check on a map the mountains over a North Italian city where we were supposed to move. There is a beautiful lake with a blue water. A long bridge has been constructed to walk along the coast where people are tanning on the green grass.

My kid got a small injury and I take him to a room so that my father can visit him. The latter has to visit the kids in other rooms first. He finally comes to us with a remote control. He is actually controlling a small helicopter outside. He can make it flying around the house without seeing it. 

I check my mail and see that I have been offered a new job. I try to open it but get in another mail that my sister has sent me. She attaches the pictures of her new apartment that has been newly finished. The walls are brown and there are blue lights coming from behind the kitchen furnitures.

I am attending a lecture and open my Chinese manual at the right chapter. My son is also attending and asks questions to the teacher. I am very impressed and compare him with his other friend who is still in his nanny's arms and is not paying attention.

I get off a plane that my backpack is still inside. I then walk back and find that a hostess is already taking it to me. I have to take a new flight to Australia and show her my ticket. It is actually only the cover and get the real ticket out. She tells me to only wait for the plane there.

We are at a restaurant with one of the leaders of my wife's research institute. There is also another colleague there and she tells that her law studies are almost finished. I am confused since it is a very different field of studies and she should already be graduated.

My drawings are out of the folder and got wet. As I put them away my employer tells me that I should draw more. I invented a new hero but haven't written any more comics about it. We decide that I should anyway start with a more popular hero.

A woman calls me that is late to our meeting and doesn't know my address. I am also late and walk out of the metro and across the road to my compound. There are cars parked on the sidewalk and I find some lots available even though I don't have a car.

I am taking some friends out of the mall but the escalator takes us back down. I actually know a way through it from another exit. They then follow me out of the mall and around to find it.

I am in an old town and tell a friend from there that I want to bomb the region. He gets very concerned and we agree that I will only bomb one part of it. We then walk out but the path down has collapsed and is not accessible.

I find that my boss already had someone else to do the company website. I find also my email listed but under that of my wife. My boss comes at the very first with several emails. One of them is long and calls himself the CEO.

I walk with my best friend through a park and find allot of girls. We actually approach two of them under a tree. My friend already tells the cutest to come with him but warns the other that I am married.

I am walking on the marble base on the side of a bank and sing a song from when I was young. I find it very nice but wonder if the new generation still listen to it. I come to the end and conclude that they are not.

I am walking through an old town to pick up my son and see the mother of his classmate. I then go another way and pass by my grandmother and her friend. I greet them but they just comment how educated is today's youth. I pass through the bushes and decide to keep it there with my son.

Some friends and I park a cab on the sidewalk and try to coordinate the police lights we have on the roof with images of us in the trunk. An actual policeman arrives and as I show him the system he finds an apple to eat. Other friends also arrives but I direct them to the cake in the front trunk.

I am with my best-friend in my parents old house and push him in the bathroom under the shower with his white woolen sweater on. He doesn't rebels and let me do it. There are actually two girls inside. One of them recognizes me from high school but I actually don't recognize her.

I go to my grandmother place and find her very fat. She is actually Chinese and we hug. I follow her inside her old house but my sister doesn't want to and keeps it on the other side of the window transformed into a fantasy creature.

I am walking through an old town to a gym up in the castle and realize that I forgot my waist bag in class. I feel desperate because I don't even have the phone to call my wife. She is actually also coming to the gym and I plan to call her from there and tell her to look for my bag. 

I start to renovating our old country cottage with my wife's grandfather. She is actually  concerned because we are removing the old windows but we need new ones to keep warm. I then move them out but find an old student playing hockey on my father-in-law's fine timber. 

I get on a train but I am not sure if it is the right one and open the door to jump out. It is already going and I ask a girls if it is the right one. It is not and I jump out in the next station to ask a priest what to do. He tells me to go back but the controller inside tells me that I can go forward. 

I am crossing the border with Switzerland and get in charge of protecting it from an invisible invader. I jump left and right to block it but it is only a game that my wife and her old boss are developing. The latter actually tests me on a laptop with no keyboard but I cheat and open a virtual one.

I am seating out on a road with my natural father. I suddenly stand up with my mouth covered by my jacket and ask him if he likes karate films. I know he is going to react bad and move away from him.

I talk to my mother on the phone while taking out the laundry. She doesn't tell me much and I ask if there is something wrong. As I find an old t-shirt I like she tells me that she brakes down and tells me that she is really sad. 

We are having lunch on a restaurant overlooking our neighborhood. I tell my boss how we can now master all the different areas. As he tells me of a park constructed over a bridge I notice the stone engraving of a sculpture all around. There are even smaller engravings with his signature.  

I am in my parents' old house and look at the clear sky from the bathroom window. It is actually much clearer than the sky of any places I have been. As I ask myself why I moved abroad my mom starts jellying at me. She tells me that it is noon already and it is time to call the bank.  

I am with an old friend and go to his father who just got home. As he is going out of the garage we reach him to tell him about the ball we lost. He gets us a new one but we are in a bigger trouble. He is actually my father-in-law and replies that he will pay for it. 

I am in an underground garage and I get to try a famous racing car. It is flat and designed like a wolf with the logo of a robot in the back. It is actually the front and I have to turn around. I then start driving but there are too many people. As I take the road to go out a man wants the car back.  

My son and I are in a park playing soccer but two Latin guys starts tackling us. One of them is actually twisting my son's fingers with his long vegetables finger. I get angry and beat him. We then move to one corner and get under a big shower.

I am in the classroom laying down a deformed tape to prototype a grid for my project. There are still some students inside and they listen to a girl who wants to be an artist. They just advice her to continue but I wish she wouldn't listen to them.

I wake up in a small bedroom without windows and think that is still night time. I actually hear the radio from my father's room and understand that is actually early morning. I am very glad that I could sleep all night and wake up so early. 

I go watch my son doing kung fu with his class and find that there are also adults attending. I then also get with them and imitate the tiger like movements of the teacher. The latter can't speak English and a little kid interrupts him to explain about the next movement. 

I get an e-mail from a Swiss friend who is eating rice. She actually sends me a link of her latest work. I played the documentary and see a crowd marching in the night with white uniforms and radios. In the background the modern skyscrapers play large films embedded in the window patterns.

I am supposed to wash a path with my long dress but there is dog vomit. I keep walking along it and up in a tunnel where my father-in-law has piled up big bags of dog food. I finally come out in the kitchen. My son comes to greet me with the braces his grandmother mounted on his teeth. 

I am in a dormitory and steal the bed lamp to bring it to a friend artist who needs it for a project. I get in another room and help him to connect it to an electric system but the lamp flickers because the sensor is missing. I go look for one but only find a camera that my colleague is using.

An American man is left alone working in the middle of a boulevard. He is so skinny that he can bend flat on his laptop. I approach him and he tells me how the city is really becoming a city from the site of shelters and bathrooms that he found when he first got there.  

I roll on a flat board down a bike path followed by two horse sculptures made of bronze. They are actually real horses and passes me. Two are still behind and I try to catch up with their speed. There is actually a nice looking middle age lady riding one. Her name is Sophie but I just call her f.

I am on a bus typing my dreams when my wife asks me to show her what I am doing. I desist and show her but accidentally press a button. She watches but the text in now in Chinese. We then arrive to our son's big new school and find his big Spider Man jacket in the corridor.

I am in a stand on the side of a road when some professors arrive. I start talking to one and show her my catalogue but the image on the front cover are too large. The actual image was printed in the back but the paper there is too absorbent making watercolor like spots.

I am with my parents on top of a high trampoline. A girl is about to jump but hugs us. We let her fall and she actually lands very softly. My mother also jumps very long and gently. I have already been jumping and hope that this last time will go well.


